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The opinions expressed in this report do not represent the opinions or
policies of Citizenship and Immigration Canada or Human Resources Development

Canada.

Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC)
Employer Surveys: February – March 2002

1. Background/Context:

Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) and Human Resources Development
Canada (HRDC) recognize there is a looming shortage of skilled professional
engineers.  Foreign trained engineers have much to offer the Canadian labour
market however, lack of the following requirements often hamper employers’
efforts to recruit them to fill professional engineering positions:

• English language skills
• Canadian engineering work experience

CIC hired Evolution Group Inc., a management-consulting firm, to conduct
telephone interviews with senior representatives of Engineering
Companies located in the Greater Toronto Area to discuss employers’
experiences when hiring foreign trained professionals and to obtain feedback on
a “concept” for foreign trained professionals.   This information will assist CIC and
HRDC to develop appropriate settlement program activities.

2. Data Collection:

Evolution Group developed a telephone questionnaire with the assistance of CIC
and HRDC. The Consulting Engineers of Ontario (CEO) provided Evolution
Group with a list of member engineering firms including CEO board members.
In addition, Evolution Group researched and compiled a list of engineering
companies at random.

The surveys were conducted from the end of February 2002 to March 15, 2002.
Twenty-five (25) engineering firms participated in the telephone interviews: 8
CEO board members, 5 CEO members and 12 firms selected at random. All of
these companies are located in the Greater Toronto Area. Some of the
companies requested confidentiality and Evolution Group has respected these
requests.

The documented responses are separated into the three groups surveyed and
are located in Appendix 1.
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3. Summary of Findings

The survey responses were consistent regardless of whether the employer was a
CEO board member, member or selected randomly.  Questions are indicated in
bold.

3.1. How many engineers do you expect to hire within the next year and
next 2-5 years?

Of the 25 companies surveyed:

Number of
Companies Hiring

Within the Next
Year

Number of
Companies

Hiring Within the
Next 2-5 Years

Number of
Engineers

14 4 1 – 5
4 4 6 – 10
4 6 11 – 20
1 6 21 – 50
0 3 51 +
2 2 Unsure

Employers mentioned that the economy and attrition play significant roles in the
number of engineers they hire. Some mentioned the types of engineers they
would require: civil, transportation, mechanical, electrical, and commercial and
institutional building services.

3.2. When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you
typically go to fill that position?

Professional engineering firms use various methods to hire professional
engineers such as:

• Networking – word of mouth, professional agencies
• Unsolicited applications
• Co-op programs at Canadian universities
• Internal recruitment program and/or Human Resources Department
• Agencies i.e. recruiters, programs
• Job fairs
• Job postings
• Website
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3.3. Have you ever hired a foreign trained engineering professional? If yes,
what did you learn from that experience? Would you do so again?

All of the engineering firms surveyed had experience hiring foreign trained
engineering professionals and most would do so again.  Employers were very
generous with information during this part of the survey and provided the
following feedback:

Strengths:

Many employers depend on foreign trained engineering professionals to fill
available positions. Employers felt that the technical skills of foreign trained
engineering professionals are very good and they catch on quickly to technology.
One of the benefits of hiring foreign trained engineers is that the company can
train them on the company’s specific standards.  Some companies indicated that
they had no issues with the communication skills of their foreign trained
professionals.

Challenges:

Lack of Canadian work experience/education: Employers would like to see
applicants who are fully prepared to work in Canada.  Employers consistently find
that training foreign professionals is time consuming and costly with little benefit
to them as employers. It is a common for foreign trained engineers to leave the
companies once they are trained. A lot of them do not have the time or money to
train professional engineers. If an individual does not have their P. Eng license
he/she may work as technical staff or designers instead of engineers.  Another
engineer has to supervise the work which takes him/her away from other
projects.

Employers find it difficult to determine the skill level of foreign trained
professionals.  When they hire from Canadian universities, they are confidant
students have been trained and exposed to the Canadian engineering standards
including federal and provincial legislation.  Employers need to analyze foreign
trained professionals’ experiences prior to making a commitment to full-time
employment.

Lack of English language proficiency: Strong communication skills are required to
work with internal and external customers (written and verbal). Consistently
throughout the interviews, employers stressed that language barriers can hamper
communication with co-workers as well as the companies’ clients.  This
communication barrier has an impact with receiving and understanding the
directions given to them on the job.
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Adjustment to Canadian standards: There is a definite learning curve to adjust to
Canadian standards.  It is important that foreign trained engineers learn
Canadian building codes and how professional engineers operate in Canada.
Learning the business language of engineers is important in business
development.

Knowledge of Canadian work culture: The Canadian culture is different from
other cultures.  Employers have indicated that problems have occurred as a
result of these cultural differences in terms of working with clients and/or
coworkers.  One employer indicated that Canadians are soft and polite while
other cultures are “over-condescending” or “too assertive” in their
communication.

3.4. Overview of Concept

The interviewers briefly reviewed a “concept” for foreign trained engineers as
follows:

• Pilot project for up to 60 foreign trained engineers
• Candidates pre-screened for technical qualifications, language ability and

attitude
• 6 weeks of intensive training to improve communication skills, create

understanding of the Canadian business culture and develop essential
skills for working as an engineer in Canada

• 26 week work term, with continuing mentoring support, to enable the
student to gain confidence and actual work experience that will qualify as
part of the requirement for licensure.

Employers were asked the following questions (responses follow):

What do you like?

Overall the response to the concept was positive and employers indicated it
would be beneficial. They liked the pre-screening process and the six-week
training.

What concerns you?

Program delivery: Some employers expressed concern that OSPE is a fairly new
organization with a huge mandate and a lot of activities on their plate.  It is crucial
that OSPE is aware of where the real shortages are in the engineering field.  The
program should be developed and implemented by professional engineers.
Having an assessment period of the individual and program during its
implementation and when it is completed.
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Prescreening Process: Effective “true” pre-screening is a key component to
success and the program will lose credibility is this is not done correctly.  There is
an expectation that OSPE will check references, security checks etc.  One
employer expressed concern that the pre-screening would be too “fine” and
would screen out the people needing the program the most.

Program Standards: Standards must be in place and met to participate in the
program. This may mean that some may not graduate to the work term level if
they were not successful in the first six weeks.

Length of Program: The initial six weeks of training is not enough time to orient
foreign trained professionals into the Canadian business culture and standards of
professional engineers.  It can take someone a year or two years before he/she
gets his/her bearings in Canada and to understand how it all works. Also, some
expressed concern that employers would not be able to commit to a 26 week
work placement.

English language proficiency: Language barriers make it very difficult for foreign
trained professionals to work well on the job.  Their lack of written and verbal
communication skills is a serious barrier to overcome.

Lack of work during placement: As the economy greatly affects the work
available in a company, some employers were concerned that would commit to
taking a candidate and would not be able to follow through with the placement
due to lack of work.

Employer commitment: Employers want the option to end the placement if the
placement is not a good fit for the company and/or the individual.

What else should be considered?

Option to hire: Employers should have the option to hire a candidate at the end of
the placement if the candidate is a good fit.

Benefits for participating employers: Employers must benefit from this program.
A wage incentive would assist employers to offset training costs.  There are
existing programs that do not require the employers to pay the candidates.

Training topics: The following topics were recommended for the six-week initial
training:  technical jargon, communication, ESL courses, local codes and
practices, guidelines and policies, regulations, standards for highway design,
responsibilities of engineers in Ontario, and legal/ethical issues.

Candidate Selection: Employers would like to be involved in the selection of the
candidates.  They would like to have the individual’s references, documentation
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etc. The success of the interview will be based on the applicant’s interpersonal
and technical skills. Employers would like to approach OSPE when a hiring need
arises and they would like to see a database of applicants.

Mentoring Component: It would be helpful for the candidate to have a mentor
during the 26-work term.

Duplication of Programs: Several employers mentioned that similar types of
programs are already available to employers. One stated that he would rather
see an improvement to the existing programs than the creation of another
program.

3.5. If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a
foreign trained professional if they had the communication skills
training and work placement experience?

The majority of the employers said “yes” subject to vacancies and the
skills/experience of the candidate.  However, some employers indicated that
Canadian trained engineers and/or engineers with English skills would most likely
be the first choice.

3.6. If you were to hire a foreign trained professional, what would you and
or the employee require to ensure this is a successful match once
they are on the job?

Many employers had experience with University co-op programs and were
familiar with and appreciated the supports provided. A relationship with OSPE
during the placement (feedback loop, mentoring, pre-screening) would be
beneficial. Some employers indicated they would not require support as it is
available at the employer site.

3.7. If CIC proceeds with this program, would you participate? What would
you be willing to pay?

Of the 25 employers surveyed:

• 16 said yes
• 3 said maybe
• 3 said they weren’t sure
• 3 said no

Typically, smaller companies (less than 50) said they would not participate.

Salaries ranged from $35,000 - $45,000. Employers indicated they would base
the salary on skills and experience and would follow the PEO pay grade.
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4. Summary:

Evolution Group Inc. conducted employer surveys to discuss employers’
experiences when hiring foreign trained professionals and to obtain feedback on
a “concept” for foreign trained professionals.

All 25 firms surveyed had previous experience in hiring foreign trained
professional engineers.  Many employers rely on this pool of candidates and are
pleased with their technical abilities.

The challenges they face in hiring foreign trained professional engineers are:

• Lack of Canadian work experience/education
• Lack of English language proficiency
• Adjustment to Canadian standards
• Knowledge of Canadian work culture

The response to the proposed concept to address these challenges was positive.
However, employers had the following concerns regarding the concept:

• Program delivery
• Prescreening process
• Program standards
• Length of program
• English language proficiency
• Lack of work during placement
• Employer commitment

Employers also want the following points to be considered if CIC proceeds with
this concept:

• Option to hire
• Benefits for participating employers
• Training topics
• Candidate selection
• Mentoring component

Many employers surveyed did agree that there is a looming shortage of
professional engineers and that foreign trained professional engineers could
address this shortage.  Training is time consuming and expensive for employers,
especially for smaller companies, yet they recognize the investment is
necessary. They indicated if done well, this concept could assist them in their
hiring practices.
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Appendix 1: Employer Surveys

N.B. Surveys have been coded to protect the confidentiality of employers.

Company 001:

Hiring Process:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: the next year (20-25), the next 2-5 years
(20 – 25 per year, if economy picks up)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

• Job posting
• Associate sites
• University relations
• Referral program
• Internet
• Recruiters
• Career fairs

Have you ever hired a foreign trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again? Yes

Communication comes to mind – divers office so not a big deal
School system & co-op terms – know Canadian engineering standards – know more regarding
the market
Other countries may have different standards, but some are similar
Familiar with Federal and provincial legislation
More senior roles – business development component, bring their contacts, newcomers not as
immediate

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Overall:

• Great opportunity for us to communicate shortages and surpluses – everyone wins
• If international company, it may help you with projects in other parts of the world

Shortage: Hydrogeologists – no associations, Electrical, Bridge engineers, Senior icon people
(business development)
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What concerns you?

Communicate adequately, comprehensive verbal and written
If person isn’t working out – are you tied to keeping the person if it doesn’t work out?

What else should we consider?

Co-op programs – every 4 months – difficult to forecast need
Junior work
Higher level may be a challenge with our business cycle
Database re:  more like agency source – call OSPE when we have a need
Someone may need placement however work may not be available.
Assessment of the individual and program at end (during & after)
Flexibility:  is running in class and placement concurrently available
Buddy up with someone of similar background

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?  Yes

If you were to hire a foreign trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Want relationship with OSPE to evaluate individual before, during and after
Feedback loop:  with 3rd party helpful
Website set-up – re:  resources on hand
Pick up phone – need additional people
Easy access – don’t wait, contact easily
Gaps are usually based on timing

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?  Yes
Salary based on job filled and equivalent salary
Co-op term $300-500 weekly
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Company 002:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes
Work in multi-discipline transportation, civil engineers, roads, bridges

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: The next year(5), the next 2-5 years (5
new positions per year)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Universities
Experience fill from within
Industry
Word of mouth
HR Dept.

Have you ever hired a foreign trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes
Need confidence & respect
Have to “sell” design concept
Doug designs and plans
Different – soft thing – not just lack of English skills
Ours are usually pretty good – different cultural ways in terms of working with clients and other
employees.  Not a technical skills issue
Again, application of Canadian standards
What level of funding?
Women and men – dealing with overt and difficult to broach
Level of assertiveness with clients (Canadians soft and polite)
Not all one way – other cultures – different approach with clients
Over-condescending – primarily communication skills
Interval before external
If too assertive or condescending, don’t get along

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Good concept – worth a try
Like screening and 6 week training
Benefit to us that OPSE is bringing candidates to employer

What concerns you?

Am I locked in for 26 weeks?
What if the person is really good and we work on another project, can we hire?  We want to be
able to keep them.
What commitment do I make in advance – What if we commit and don’t have work for them?
Can work be short term and dependent on government and housing?

What else should we consider?

Is there a feedback mechanism as a tax payer and employer?  Don’t want to be locked into 26
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weeks
Am I fully committed to 26 weeks, if not good, can I send them back?
What will we hear next?
Want to be involved in the selection of candidates

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Would consider someone for a design related position.
Would have to be convinced re:  Communication skills prior to hiring
If dealing with customer, I have a difficult time, whether from Canada or foreign, to put them in
front of client

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Helpful to be able to have a contact with whoever had trained person
Not just verbal, written too
In 6 weeks – to give feedback regarding skills on the job
Can OPSE continue to support in this area during the job?  i.e. if person doesn’t “get it” i.e. writing
letters
Continuous feedback loop
Have OPSE mentor

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes, difficulty is making long term commitment in advance
Salary, subject to qualification and what they can do
Prepared to pay market rates in design area
Pay at design level until they prove themselves:
Graduate engineer:  $40,000
Design job:  $35,000 - $45,000
Need a car

Agree with premise
Want to know result of report.
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Company 003:

 Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: the next year (10), the next 2-5 years (10
per year)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Advertise
Word of mouth
Applications
HR – ½ & ½

Have you ever hired a foreign trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes, depends where they are from
When compared – need experience Canadian way
Education may be better or not as good.

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Good idea
Issue of increasing workforce though foreign trained is a good idea
Lack of quality engineers (English speaking) for English speaking countries (UK, South Africa) –
not encouraged to apply
Depends which country (Hong Kong – bilingual)
Not a problem
If first and only language not English
Can make it difficult for them – don’t make the same money
Can create negative impacts
Lack of written skills:  is a serious barrier, they operate in junior capacity
Private sector, if problem is lack of professional engineers in Canada – not sure
Targeting people who are English speaking
Would it help?  Targeted at individuals whose language is not English.  If this is the case, sure
help
Can’t overcome obstacle of language easily if trying to fill gap

What else should we consider?

Is there a benefit to private sector?
Consulting depends on demand
It will continue
Yes, it would benefit employers if focused on communication
Would help industry and individual

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?
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Yes, for sure.

If you were to hire a foreign trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Structure of any organization would have a staff coordinator they report to
Individual people in company to turn to
This process works – company that has multi-nationals now so don’t feel like a fish out of water
Want to work in Canada – it’s tough, can’t get equivalent position

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Sure
Salary depends
Based on prior experience and relating to ability to limitations
Filling technical jobs
Apply technical skills
Often good and have to be adapted
Usually don’t have written
Don’t have client contact development skills
Salary can go up
30-40 % less than someone with Canadian experience
5 years – same level
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Company 004:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: the next year (10), the next 2-5 years (10
per year) Civil engineers, transportation

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Unsolicited resumes – know interesting in joining
Specific discipline – peers and put out feelers to network
We may use a head-hunter
Do – use advertisements

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Is it different?  Yes, Language proficiency is greatest concern
Easy transference of skills

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Basic concept – good overall
Our associations actively working towards long term needs
Some form of screening carried out – provides with degree of comfort that individual is not a
complete unknown.

What concerns you?

Careful not to build up individuals’ expectations – not be the all and end all
It is experimental – should enter with honest skepticism – operate as a pilot

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?  Yes

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Pilot program – presumed there would be a coordinator
To ensure things are proceeding – touch base for employer and individual

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes, consulting business work is cyclical.  Find it difficult to have someone – if I am letting people
go.  Give preference to current employees.
Salary – working on basis
Someone who is qualified engineer refer to component of PEO salary as a basic
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Company 005:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? A number of people are responsible
for hiring.  They make the final decision which is corporate policy.

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: The next year (Hiring Freeze and has been in
place for a couple of months) , the next 2-5 years (60-70 people)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Internally, some want change
Offices in Canada and U.S.
Internet
HR assists
New position – advertise, word of mouth, industry

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Hired lots
Language problem – but often
Local experience – junior university – don’t have experience anyway
Maybe cultural impact

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Good concept
Some attempt to organize engineering coming into country
Europeans – no problem at all – integrating
6 weeks – though engineering group will help as well.

What concerns you?

Can OPSE pull it off?  Fairly new organization
Lots on plate, mandate huge, members – pain in neck
Which?  Put together classes
Private sector, help out

Right place to have it – association – not government and that it is engineers running it
Prep foreign trained engineers by engineers
Technical jargon

What else should we consider?

ESL & technical
Salary by engineering
We don’t use good people because of language
Mentor during 26 week placement (not manager) should be someone in the company
We have 26 week orientation program with mentors
Would like more details
Concept great
60 shouldn’t be hard to handle
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Like 26 weeks no commitment after that time (no severance)
Make no guarantee after 26 weeks
June/July work placement
(end of 2nd quarter 2002 should start picking up)
Timing hard to handle due to economy.  Could put a damper on 26 weeks
No capacity to take on.

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Yes we have enough professional engineers that we could work with

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

mentors

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes
Pay depends on interview
No English, good English
Wouldn’t treat any differently
From scale
Not opportunity to pick up cheap labour
If we don’t have this program, we have no idea re: credibility
If already at PEO and only lacking in language skills increases credibility
UK/Germany – different feeling of capability
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Company 006:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: The next year (3 estimate) the next 2-5
years (5 or 6)

Mechanical, electrical, commercial & institutional building services, heating, vent

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Through co-op programs
Graduate engineer
1 junior per discipline per year

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes, have 2 right now, going through process in PEng
Former Yugoslavia
Learn:  language is one issue
Level of training may not be the same (Saudi Arabia)
A lot of fundamental training has to happen
Yes, would do so again

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Overall, positive – like, simply, prescreening for language (have hired people – communication
has been a big issue – can train in skills)
26 week is a reasonable time (U of T – 1 ½ hours) (Waterloo – 4 months)
need to go together.

What concerns you?

Nothing
Within company, we hire junior engineers so we don’t have to un-train
Would want to see cv’s
Concerned of 6 months of untraining

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience? Yes

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Has to be a preliminary interview (not just from resume)
No other support required

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Level A PEO Engineer - $42,000-53,600 range, We would consider
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Company 007:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: The next year (0), the next 2-5 years (4)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association
Hire from universities

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes in the past
Co-op programs
Very time-consuming
Charitable work – little benefit for employer
Costly to employer
Maybe would do again – depends on person and economy – can’t do it when it’s too busy or too
slow

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?
Important

What concerns you?
Time factor
What are the benefits to employer?
6 weeks is too short
takes someone a year or two years to get their bearings in Canada and to understand how it all
works

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign-trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Absolutely – there are a lot of highly qualified engineers from all over.
It takes them a while to get their bearings

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Competence in the job
Opportunity to advance within the profession
We are more than willing to give them opportunities

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Would probably want to pay equivalent to their experience, ability.
Would prefer to work with them once they have got the Canadian training
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Company 008:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: the next year (3), the next 2-5 years (3 per
year)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Agencies
Web based postings
Our files
Human Resource Department with director – variey of sources
Word of mouth
Advertise nationally and locally

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Not at project management level, but planning, scheduling, costing, site control – working for
senior project managers under supervision.
Cost engineering – UK quantity supervisors different
Trust and confidence with client regarding Canadian experience and English language.
Need on the job training first
Not different, experience is transferable
Need to translate their experience to Canada.
People that want to develop project management skills rather than technical.
Not in mainstream
Project and construction management
English – tech trained project management no particular area
PEng is important to clients
Formal project management training
Consulting engineers designation
Electrical, mechanical, civil, structural

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Benefit:  to be able to see the potential of new candidate – under trial, work experience:  lower
risk.
Like concept – workable – how will it apply it applies to our niche area:  unsure – type of skills
training needs to qualify for PEO
Reasonable approach to solving a problem
English and work experience.

What concerns you?

We are not mainstream engineering – we are project management.  Don’t know if our experience
offered could be used towards licensure.  (tendering, inspecting work in field)
Need to be able to verify, record amount of due diligence re past experience
Got what they say they have – verify it
Confusion on terminology – does it mean the same?
Important that OSPE checks that information is factual, honest and trustworthy
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No security or other issues
(same when hiring anyone)
OSPE is taking responsibility for people
References and documentation required

What else should we consider?

Nothing

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign-trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Yes, subject to vacancies.
Interested in people with background in planning and scheduling
Cost engineering, particularly if they are mobile (Calgary office)

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Difficult to answer – if person has technical that is verified and six weeks integration,
communication training
Would be assigned to work group and have supervisor/mentor
Want them beyond 26 weeks
Would see it as a long term relationship

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes, subject to pre-screening for off-shore skills

Not sure
Look at responsibilities, qualifications, etc.
Based on value, not discounted labour market
No less than entry level rate  $40,000 - $45,000
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Company 009:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: Rarely look ahead.  15 positions per year.

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Advertise:  a) national newspapers – Globe & Mail
b) CV’s that come in
c) Take to University professors – who is good
d) worldwide internet site – post
e) co-op students
f) HR Department – regular recruiting

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Lots of times
Any foreign – no particular preference
Positions include: civil, geotechnical, chemical
Lots of education institutions outside
NA – that employers wouldn’t know anything about
No mental picture of what they know (like we do with Waterloo)
This information would be helpful in the background of engineer  i.e. getting masters which is
really a Bachelor level i.e. Cambridge
Engineering profession and business is small
Can’t afford to hire a mistake
Individual will have to function alone or in small group
May go away to somewhere else for 6 months – need to know Canadian culture
Need to be honest re: habits, how we work, culture acceptable and not people talking in a way
Expect on time, focus on work, presentable, understand women and men are equal

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?
Thinks it’s a great chance but has to be real or lose credibility
Sounds reasonably workable
Have been involved with people before that wanted work experience – hired as a technician until
the person gets requisite skills
Like pre-screening, provided it is done properly (want it to be real)
Needs standards – maybe not all pass
Not everyone will be great

What concerns you?

OSPE needs to pay attention to real state of market
If I have a choice of Canadian trained or foreign, I will choose Canadian
Pay attention to where shortages really are
HR group in engineering, meet 4 x per year:  John McDonald Giffels President
Should have idea of “real” shortages

What else should we consider?
Want option for 26 week contract
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Queries – references, when we hire we want to contact individuals and their references (this can
be difficult if coming from another country)
Interview – we are trying to make a judgment: interpersonal skills and technical
If Canadian we can check re: Character issues

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained professional if
they had the communication skills training and work placement experience?
Yes, if no other Canadians are lined up – that is the reality
If fluency not good and don’t have a character reference, our hands are tied regarding hiring.
How do I get comfort that I’m not wasting my time.
Want feedback from people who have spent time – can’t be “mamby pamby”

Really good universities (co-op) have good people at high level to talk to employers to hear what
they have to say

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?
Not so much support for employee – assume they are established and go home every night
Want feedback into the program
Things will happen and want to talk to someone about it.

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Sure, give it a thought
Would pay what we pay anyone else in position
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Company 010:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:2002:  10-15 engineers, hire new graduates
even if we don’t need them (hired as many as 30 in a year) junior and intermediate

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Recruiting new grads
Advertise in local papers – and in other geographical areas
Mostly word of mouth, Personal contact – most successful
Professional search consultants for senior people
Participate in job fairs at universities
Staff to go to alumni

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Many times
“If it wasn’t for foreign trained, wouldn’t be electrical/mechanical
far higher percentage of foreign trained engineers:  hire civil, mechanical, structural, chemical,
water resources
from the following countries: India, South America, Spanish – asset
Turkey, Eastern Europe and Hong Kong
Africa – none

What do you like?

OSPE – sprung out of CEO – advocacy for engineering
Supported by PEO (originally financially)
I didn’t feel same gap in representation of engineers
Voluntary membership for individuals
2 years old
in response to concern
was speaking on engineers behalf

“don’t experience that people have everything but work experience usually need more for
accreditation – people say they are close.”

Overall Impressions:
Program has merit: why wouldn’t it?
Meant to address a gap
Notion of training before people go into work  - is 6 months enough time?

What concerns you?

If screening is too fine – will screen out people who really need the program
Do you try to shift based on perceived need in marketplace (most shortage in civil, transportation
(civil), electrical in specialized lighting
Specialist with 15 years experience – project managers
No shortage of structural engineers
Ensure that candidates are committed to working in engineering.
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What else should we consider?

What is the screening process?
Engineers trained
Some articulate, some aren’t
OSPE struggles with PEO requirements for accreditation
Statistically know lower enrollment in universities
Always had trouble filling positions – tend to steal from each other

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign-trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience? Yes
PEO Reports to Attorney General
Advocate for public not engineers
PEO is a regulatory organization – so may have fees
OSPE is off on a number of crusades (PEO is unrealistic in qualifications – don’t know if not
having Peng is a big factor)
CEO – voluntary, advocacy, lobby, intergovernmental, industry
Organization promotes consulting engineering
Field a big factor
Certain parts of job they can’t do, but that’s okay

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Co-op admin/coordinator – talk
University of Waterloo – co-op have people in like a revolving door
Always lots of students and benefits
Training and recruiting group
Once we can look after them here, someone not working fire them

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes employer – do it in hopes that after 26 weeks would hire people
Don’t want to train and let them go somewhere else

 Don’t need a ton of money to run this!
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Company 011:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company?

Initial screening by senior engineer
2nd interview by President
Geotechnical, hydrology
Vice Presidents – approve of hiring for other departments.
Offices in Hamilton, Kitchener, Barrie, Brampton, Toronto (head office)

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: the next year (2-3 engineers) ,the next 2-5
years? (5-8)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Recruiting company
Booth at career fair at U of T
Kitchener manager interviews at Waterloo
Workopolis
Their own website
Advertise in CEO digest
Newspapers – Toronto Star or Globe and Mail (for harder search)
Local newspapers - Spectator

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes,

Would do it again
Hired 3 last year
2 were let go
academic backgrounds – not able to keep up with contracting side of business
do more analysis to check answers
language – they were not strong in English
the one who was successful had contracting background
didn’t understand significant points they didn’t

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Used it with manpower
Have staff through manpower
New immigrants will take anything to work
On occasion found over qualified for the job
Providing them with an opportunity would be very good

What concerns you?

Pay – no subsidy is a concern, 50-50 subsidy – takes away employment away from engineers
that are in the country that have their license, and Canadian graduates
Look at experience of the engineer when making the match
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No experience – engineer in training – the first 3-4 years spending a lot of time training them.
Have to perform right away if they want the salary
6 months – would like them to stay afterwards – time spent on training

What else should we consider?

Mentoring is important
All for it, difficulty in filling positions
Executive search companies would frown on this approach – cutting off on their revenue.
Commuting to different areas – would they be willing to move – ask for commitment
May want to be in a larger urban setting to find employment
It’s important to stay where their culture is

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience? Yes

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Language issue
Initial interview with 3 or 4 candidates – rate them and they rate us
Check out skill level
Employer’s standpoint – checking them out – do they know the lab work, are their skills what they
say they are – computer skills, etc.
Would hire for long term if successful match was made
2 years experience – just starting their engineering career
10 years experience – check skills sets to see if they possess them.
We charge by the hour on jobs – pay level – intermediate, senior, consultant – perform at that
level and be paid accordingly
Having progressive experience

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Pay – look at discounted rate – be fair – starting in low $40,000 – look at salary in 3 months, and
6 months based on performance.
Dependent on interview
60-70% of going rate – not fully licensed – all work would have to be overviewed
additional time to train
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Company 013:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: the next year (15-20), the next 2-5 years
(As a result of growth and turnover 40-50)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Links to a number of professional organizations
Institute of Transportation Engineers – website both for Canadians and International
Also in Environmental group – use professional agencies
The Toronto Star, the Globe
Local newspapers
Head hunters
And their own website
Have you ever hired a foreign trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn from
this experience? Would you do so again?

Lots of them
Some of them are highly skilled
Some difficulty with operating with clients and at public meetings, public realm
Difficulty being registered
Need someone to stamp drawings
Good luck with foreign trained engineers – Eastern Block countries are excellent, especially
structural engineers
In general would hire again – depending on position.  For public meetings, environmental
assessments and liaise with clients – would think twice about it.
Have them doing drawings – no problem.

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Good concept

What concerns you?

Takes a lot longer than 6 weeks to understand the local environment, with the clients – would
take several years
Not long enough – longer than 6 weeks – 3 months suggested
Concerned about how practical it would be.
Some catch on quickly some don’t – especially those having difficulty with culture and clients

What else should we consider?

These people are not familiar with local codes and practices and guidelines and policies
Not familiar with environmental process
Regulations
Standards for highway design
What are the responsibilities of engineers in Ontario
Legal and ethical issues
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If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?
Absolutely

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Language skills
Verbal and Written skills – big issue
Communicating with clients

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Depends on experience
Recent grad $40,000 range
Would consider it - sure
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Company 014:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes, up to 80 employees

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: the next year (2 already hired, maybe 3
more), The next 2-5 years (3-5 year – graduate – engineer, Peng)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Head hunter
Have a referral program
Will be targeted i.e. electrical engineer- lighting design

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Many times, half of staff new to the country, would do it again
PEng already registered and Canadian experience as a project engineer (very much into the
language and Canadian experience.)
Maintain demographics of team
Learned language skills in certain positions is crucial
Culture in them
People bring culture with them
(Eastern Block – Europe)  “who is my boss, what do you want me to do?
Judgmental of others (Canadians soft, Europeans harder)
New graduate every year, could be foreign trained
Many engineers from Balkans (Eastern Block, Poland, Russian, Serbia)
Concern:
Technically Great
Involved in hiring and firing – prime functions
Bombarded with foreigners
Is shortage of engineers
Finding: in consulting – really important that they can communicate – PEng, especially (not as
much technician)
Communication is a real issue
10 years ago – reference – worked with him for 1 year
intervention projects(20 years)
said in appraisal that language is not good so didn’t get registered
get very angry that they have to re-write reports
working effectively (not just foreigners)
need proficiency

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Great program, 6 week training is crucial, hope it is done well, language is crucial
We keep training people here and then people go to US – would be great to win people from
somewhere else

What concerns you?

26 weeks – how much pay?  (existing program – free for first 3 months)
to really be able to make use of them and give them reasonable level of ration
Team of 5 people, could put one person from the program.
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Limited capacity:  don’t want to disrupt team
1/5 – 1/8

What else should we consider?

Once language and interpersonal skills are in place, can train skills
This is consulting so language is critical
Because of lack of tools (technical ability, get along with others)
Higher to get into consulting than factory

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Definitely
Bring on projects where they can get credibility with clients
Give engineers chance to develop them from bottom up
(new start)
In consulting, we are looking for people
i.e. 20 years in Poland, top notch highway engineer  - expect $60,000 - $80,000 – at that level of
experience need to promote them at client interface level.  Customers are really concerned about
Canadian experience
So the industry demands (clients)

If you were to hire a foreign trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Basically they would be part of a project team
Team will provide guidance, crucial part – if able to learn within a couple of times, becomes part
of team, team loses patience
OSPE?  Tough love, if able to provide a mentor – don’t think that works, another project

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

In principle, definitely
Significant orientation
New grad ($30,000 - $40,000 per year)
(anywhere $40,000 per year initially)
Start low and see what happens
In practice, see how it fits with current staffing
Shortage of work
6 months – maybe yes
have hired several and they are still here
About a year ago – took on people from place in Waterloo (foreign) people
People great and ran into communication and skills didn’t match
Didn’t match what we needed.
Cannot handle a whole pile at once.
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Company 015:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year? 5
The next 2-5 years – 5 and up per year
If none, end interview.

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? They knock on our doors , in paper

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again? 4 of them. We train them and then they go
somewhere else – 1 yr tops they are with us

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Solution is great – this program already exists – get people from Germany, Brazil everywhere.
One is in Edmonton – get foreign students – we have hosted a graduates from Germany. We will
all benefit from a program like this – we will train and they will leave – that’s life.

What concerns you?

Nothing – not new concept – only new is that it is designed for Canadian residents.

Don’t like that I have to pay a salary – because people don ‘t contribute for first month – takes a
long time to get going.

Funding should come from education ministry looking at needs – don’t leave it on the shoulder of
small business people.

What else should we consider?

Great if government gave incentives to employer to participate – lots of training involved.
Tax incentives – train 2 people and we will give you a tax deduction.
We are involved in programs where we don’t have to pay.

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience? Yes – they would go through same interview process – so if you see a match I
would hire them. We have people here from all over the world – need them to be able to
communicate.

If you were to hire a foreign trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

I would hesitate from participating – almost to refusal – would be interested in hiring them.

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay? Would not participate unless there is an incentive from government – and unless
the market dictates.
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Company 016:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? YES

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?
1
The next 2-5 years?
3 per year

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Receive a lot of resumes that are unsolicited
Hire co-op student who then graduates and are hired:  University of Waterloo and University of
Toronto
Website

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes
Approached by community colleges about an engineer from the Phillipines – the person was
persistent – offered to work for nothing
Didn’t like not paying a person for what they are doing
He took a night job not in the field
Then they took him on simultaneously for half time and paid him – he worked out and now is
working full-time
One other engineer trained from Australia
No language problems with these 2 individuals

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Everyone is an individual
Well-trained engineers finding it hard to get into the field of Canada
Eagerness and willingness to learn

What concerns you?

Have had a number of opportunities to take people on for no salary, no training – feel
uncomfortable with this concept of not paying
Small firm – 12 people in total
Everyone must pull their weight – hard to do in a smaller company
Big cost having them in the office, training, answering questions
Bigger firms may be better able to handle this.
Hard for us to train people without incurring a big expense

What else should we consider?

What is the advantage to the employer?  Can’t see it.
Romanian hire – cultural issues – didn’t work out
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If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Yes

If no, What would it take for you to consider this pool of candidates?

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?
Not much different from Canadian trained
Look for someone who is keen, prepared to deal with requirements and standards
Hired a lot of young engineers – need training in the same way of foreign trained professional

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes, if we need someone
Would pay reasonably low salary  - depends on experience, $40-44,000
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Company 017:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes and managers

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?
5-20
The next 2-5 years?
Based on business – estimate 5 per year

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Advertise on website

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Many
Well-prepared by and large
Those who work here are technically at par with Canadians
Some have additional degrees in Canada
Language barrier
Good technology – catch on quickly
Very intelligent people
Can definitely do the job
Culture difference

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?
Nice idea but not practical

What concerns you?
Time to train someone
We have a need, need to fill it
No time to train someone

What else should we consider?

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Yes

If there are 2 equally qualified individuals, one with poor communication skills – the one with the
most effective communication skills get chosen.
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If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Technically inclined
Won’t be able to hired foreign-trained engineers as senior staff – need to have communication
skills
Language skills – need to have language skills to work in the field even at point of immigration

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?
No – can’t business is too small – can’t afford to train.
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Company 018:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Process engineer

How many engineers do you expect to hire within: The next year (No) the next 2-5 years
(Unknown)

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association
networks

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?
Yes
Don’t think so
Employer went to school in Germany

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Probably would work best in a bigger company
Any company that deals with new graduates would probably have the same system in place
required
Nothing wrong with the concept\

What concerns you?

Not convinced that it is required

What else should we consider?

Don’t know if there is really a shortage of engineers
Statistics may not be reflective
Increase graduation rate of Canadian schools
Don’t see an urgent state of engineers

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Yes, would consider

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

NA

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

No
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Company 019:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes - prescreening

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?6

The next 2-5 years? 6 per year

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Universities:  Queens, University of Toronto, Waterloo
Word of mouth
Expanding to other schools: McMaster
Internal recruitment program

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?
UK

Yes, have hired a foreign-trained engineering professional and would do so again.
Expect the person to be ready to go
Be more selective
Biggest challenge: communication
How to interact
How business works here
Pros:  teach them our way
Learning curve

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Overall good initiative
Good to position in company to be welcoming

What concerns you?

A lot of projects
Need time to dedicate to train person
Takes away from business generation
High volume
Intense organization
Competition for this program: School board: Peel regional school board and Toronto School
board
Provides free training 14-16 weeks – unpaid

What else should we consider?

Unpaid work terms (good incentive for employers)
Office administration, office skills
Suggest to be part of program
Exposure to how business is done in Canada: codes, legislation, WSIB, building codes
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If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Yes

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

All that was stated above
Someone who is personable, able to integrate quickly
Aggressive in understanding business
Takes initiative

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes would consider
Takes some selling if it makes sense for us
Competition for unpaid placements
Cover half of the costs – give employers incentives
(15 weeks free) for other programs
If have PEng, entry level, typical pay scale, $35,000 - $40,000
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Company 020:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?
The next 2-5 years?

Depends

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes – see comments

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Good – step in right direction
2 situations: numerous i.e. degrees – who aren’t engineers by our standards
Don’t expect salary
Typically from Phillipines, India, Pakistan – Middle East
Don’t have same goals or mobility
Claimed engineers – really community college level.  If significant testing should have a system to
rank them.  Great range of experience.
Large number of Eastern European – none lasted here.
Then 2 years stepping stone for them once more comfortable to sell themselves in different field
i.e. nuclear engineer – took advantage of engineer job.  It is a problem – invest in employees
Confidence:  that after 2 years move on – want to be entrepreneurs.

What concerns you?

See above

What else should we consider?

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Making investment in people
Driven to own success – Eastern European
Does affect hiring – if no interest in getting
Mechanical engineers are now in the process of looking for industrial engineers
Process flow.

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?
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Depends on person’s needs
If language barriers, ESL issues – depends on how fresh to the country
Shelter and clothing to be new to the country
Affects person socially
Sociological to be dealt with in first 6 months

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Would consider participating
Huge need of skilled people
Shortage in skilled trades
i.e.  mechanical engineer “Western”
Can’t get a job
Top students that have high expectations –not willing to take more menial tasks.
Don’t know, it depends
Paid from $28,000 – $48,000 (never $50,000)
Mechanical engineer – Phillipines
Government and big projects
This is job driven.
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Company 021:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?

Depends on projects – slow right now

The next 2-5 years?

1-2

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Human Resources Company – recruiter

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes
When they don’t have their their license, we can only treat them as a technical staff or designer
instead of engineer.
Some of them referred by professional training program:  3 months work at company
Some of them adjusted well in Canada and some didn’t
Different working habits
Try to implement their ways or training background and doesn’t fit in with the organization’s goals

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?
Good program
Newcomer:  beautiful experience on resume – but unfortunately the experience that they had was
different from what they expected
Doesn’t cost much financial burden, could provide manpower to train candidates
If they fit into the company’s environment and the experience is what is expected, every employer
would want to keep the candidate as a permanent staff

What concerns you?
They don’t have license
Company has to see whether the candidate has the experience they expected
Difficult for companies to burden the cost of this program – economy is slow
In Fall, we had 4 candidates from a program (Yorkdale Adult Re-Training Program – Yorkdale
Secondary School) – we’re keeping 2 of them.
One has a problem with technical, another moved away for another job
Employer pays for travel.
School board pays for WSIB.
Seneca may have a similar program

What else should we consider?

A lot of newcomers would like to gain a local engineering license
It is difficult for them to get their degree recognized
OSPE – provide a test, procedures they have to go through
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If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Depends, a lot of our work needs to be a licensed engineer.
Not a big company
Still need engineer to overview designer’s work

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Flexible
Multi-disciplined engineering company
Willing to be trained in other disciplines
Cooperative
Willing to learn

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Not very much – small company
Don’t have a designated training department
Less than 10 employees
Tight for resources to train a new recruit
Tend to go with those who have Canadian work experience – fully trained professionals
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Company 022:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?
2-3

The next 2-5 years?
5-7

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association
Don’t use recruiter
Advertise in newspapers – Toronto Star, Sun
Friends, wife’s friends, people acquaintances
Collection of resumes
agencies

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?
Yes
Very good experience
Came from Russia himself
Still have lots of engineers from Russia
Not a popular field – machine tool manufacturing
Unusual for Canada and U.S.

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Good program

What concerns you?

Not really

What else should we consider?

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Yes

 If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Pick up concepts well
Can see during the first week – if they are familiar with the business
Good imagination – for designers
Know basic things
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Lot of basic things they need to be familiar with
Know major concepts

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Not sure
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Company 023:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year? Nature of industry is cyclical and it depends – doesn’t look like there is a lot – but
if we get projects we would be looking at 100
The next 2-5 years – 150 /yr if projections are right – will be doubling in size over the next 5 years
(450 employees)
If none, end interview.

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Majority of hiring is done word of mouth – more and more internet, go to universities
(not for experienced people) – critical skill shortage is with experienced people. Use head hunters
and newspaper less and less.

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again? All the time. Is experience different: big
difference is the communication problem (in many cases) go from understanding directions on the
job. One of our great frustrations is explaining (eg RRSP plan – what’s an RRSP).  This translates
on the job – as far as communication.

Technical skills: if you go through our building – great majority are first generation Canadians –
technical skills are there. Matter of getting the experience with what we do – being able to
communicate.  2 levels of communication: internal and being able to deal with other departments
on the job (less of an issue). As a consulting engineering firm – need people to do client
presentations – this is where the real problem is.

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

This concept is what we do anyway – if they throw in communication that is great. Most of our
people are first generation. The greatest source we have is word of mouth – that’s how people
end up here. A lot of people bring others.

What do you like?

It is a value add – it’s what we are doing anyway – but training in communication would be a
benefit to us.

What concerns you?

Anytime you work with someone new – it is a compensation problem – where do you hire them
at? Ensure return on investment – make sure compensation is right and the expectations of both
parties are realized up front – 6 months down the road when you realize not being paid to scale –
don’t jump and leave – give us a chance. Won’t start people at scale especially if don’t know if it
will work.

What else should we consider?

As a consulting firm – 2 aspects of communication – ability to get up and present is a skill that we
need. Not only understanding business environment and understand people across a desk re:
engineering spec – get up and make a coherent presentation to go to a client

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained professional if
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they had the communication skills training and work placement experience? Sure – we do a lot
less right now – work with a lot of coop programs right now.

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job? Funding is nice but
we would do it anyway. Contact through OSPE? Sure.

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes, salary – look at 80-90% of standard pay grade

The only thing is it is desperately needs re: demographics of engineers – they are right. Greatest
shortage: control systems, process engineers, (not so much civil or general, mechanical)
Mechanical Specialists – biggest area is control systems.
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Company 024:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?

Maybe 1

The next 2-5 years?

3

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Advertising
Reference – know person in work circles i.e. people we have experience with working with them
in different capacities.

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes
Would do it again.
Learned that foreign trained engineering professionals have trouble communicating in the English
language – written and verbal
Technical skills are good but different then the way we do it here.
More specialized in foreign countries and less generalized information

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

It sounds like a very good idea.
A lot of foreign people feel they are being discriminated against.  They need this program.
Learning communication and business lingo/language
Mentoring

What concerns you?

Attaining Ontario business culture
Engineers in Ontario are business people.   Foreign trained professionals can’t communicate in
this business community.
In Ontario schools people have to communicate written and orally and work in the summers
therefore better equipped for Ontario environment.
Poland – everyone works for 1 large firm – different culture
North America is based on free enterprise.  Language is a problem with foreign trained
professionals in business relationships.  It is difficult for them to pick up the lingo.  We’re based
on profit and loss in Ontario/Canada.  We prefer profit.  Culturally based.  There is a lack of
jumping into business in Canada.
They do have good technical training.
We’re based on time frames – would vary
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What else should we consider?

We look for somebody who can be good at business development.
Start with technical skills.  Then project manager – begins to know clients better.  They advance
because clients like them.  They are frontline with clients
Background:  culture, prejudice
Education can be a problem
i.e. a staff from Poland:  10-12 years ago was looking to get accredited in Canada.  The review
panel interviewed him and then turned him down.  They gave him lots of courses to do.  The
person decided it wasn’t worth it.  He has good technical skills.  He worked in Poland for a
construction company, government owned – mammoth projects where money is not an issue
because it’s government money.  Builders in Canada go for the least expensive rates.  Don’t like
to explain things.  This person didn’t adapt well to business.  He doesn’t feel comfortable in
business environment and therefore acts more like a personal assistant.

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

 Yes

 If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Expect professionals to handle files on their own
Supervision should not be all the time
This employer would want to be involved in the interview process.

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Assumption:  Professional has the expertise to do the job and thus would be paid accordingly.
$35,000-$38,000 or $40,000 to start.
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Company 025:

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?
2
The next 2-5 years?
5 in total

If none, end interview.

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position? Eg. Recruiter, newspaper, web, employees, association

Newspaper:  The Toronto Star
Ends up on workopolis

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes,
Would hire them again.
Good experience
Very good skill set
Very good technical skills
Interviewed with poor English skills
The ones who are hired usually have good English skills
Business culture – mainly fine.  Smaller firm.

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

What do you like?

Prescreened helpful
That they are getting assistance in placement – very good idea

What concerns you?

What else should we consider?

Wage subsidies for in-house training
Assisting employers with referring people to ESL courses

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

 Yes, do it all the time.

If you were to hire a foreign-trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?
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Rely on in-house training quite a bit
Own standards and methods of learning
Endure the training process they have
Open to learning the policies of organization
Weren’t prepared to do the tasks.

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be
willing to pay?

Yes.
Depends on the person and their credentials
Going rate
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Company 025

Are you responsible for hiring engineers in your company? Yes

How many engineers do you expect to hire within:

The next year?
9-10

The next 2-5 years
9-10 per year – civil, mechanical, electrical, industrial, structural, process control

When you have a position opening for an engineer – where do you typically go to fill that
position?

Maintain a database of resumes, receive a ton of resumes (30 yesterday), evaluate them.  Check
internally, where will they be what is the skills set, industry, use agencies that have worked with
us, post it internally, put it on website, different job boards (Campus Work Link)

Have you ever hired a foreign-trained engineering professional? If yes, what did you learn
from this experience? Would you do so again?

Yes, multi-national company, engineers trained everywhere – China, Phillipines, Czech, India,
Pakistan, Middle East

Is there a difference?

Yes, type of project experience is different.  Obvious, building codes and performance standards
are different.  Find because of operations in other countries – foreign clients like the Canadian
standards.

Interpersonal and communication?  It’s cultural – eastern Europe – autocratic and demonstrative
– used to banging heads.  Other cultures (Asian, laid back and quiet – won’t say anything until in
trouble).  Aggression with males in the Middle East.  Very pushy – coming from Saudi.  Canadian
culture is the American culture on valium.  We are very nice.  That is our milieu – our cultures co-
exist.  My problem has to do with language skills – English will never be first language – only
speak it at work.  Creates big communication issue.  People for 22 years and very difficult to
understand.  Have to have an environment that supports from an equity point of view.  What
about the cultural interview.  John does interviewing for cultural part re:  fix and fit – we are a flat
organization – low turnover.  Find out what the individuals wants are and how they feel about who
they are.

Where is the shortage?  Take a look at baby boomer wage curve – will be more leaving than
entering – look at the demographics.  Fewer people of any age under 28 years.  Less people
entering work force.  Our company age demographic – 10 years lump of people retiring – 12
people  56 years – where will I find them 11-59 years.  Believe there is a looming shortage in all
areas.  7.7 % jobs in construction are unfilled.  Ontario – 5.5 % of jobs unfilled.  1/3 is reaching
retirement age.  2 years ago had to look abroad to find engineers – hired 2.

Give Overview of Concept: Purpose, challenge, solution

They are duplicating what is out there – NOW, and colleges – fix what we have let’s not create
more things.  (I get calls from services and they can’t understand what they are saying.)  OSPE is
the advocacy for engineers – what is currently being done and what can we do better.  Programs
need to be looked at to run better.  People in agencies don’t know anything about engineering –
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how can OSPE help existing programs?   People who work for agencies are well intentioned –
educators and social work folks – but call me and know nothing about engineering.  Look at use
of resources rather than running another program.  ACEC (Association of Consulting Engineers
Canada) you are the current president of the Engineering Human Resource Association.
Association of HR professionals with full time job in engineering hiring.  We are losing engineers
to our clients-trend is increasing.  We have a low turnover – turnover we have is going into
manufacturing – we are stealing from each other.

The model – nothing is wrong with it.  Doing pre-screening – going through basic things – back
end – getting companies to commit to 26 weeks – always will have the cycle – get calls all the
time from programs.  University co-op programs – same thing – P.Eng co-op – if I have a billet –
do I take Canadian or foreign trained – got to care and feed our young.  Don’t think in consulting
engineering.
Sometimes you have to “blow it up” – already received phone calls from people we can’t
understand (clients) – not appropriate phone skills.  PEO’s 40 % foreign trained.

Think they need to know how to go about getting a job – the procedure for how to find one in
Canada.  Little techniques, to help understand – who will you see,
What about when I get in the door.  How to network.  Need different tools.  How do you go about
looking for work.

Engineering profession has to take on that there is value to this profession – a lot of graduate
engineers are not going into engineering.

What do you like?

It is successful and proved by Waterloo that it works.  Seeing coop for everything – it does work.
Taught how to think about topic areas in a work environment.  Think people who go through this
program – would be more likely to hire – like the work component.

What concerns you?

Will employers be able to commit to 26 weeks – we commit now to a 4 month term.  University of
Toronto (12-16 months) – there are employers that do that.

It costs to take someone on – company would rather pay than put on a subsidy – because the
work they do has value.

What else should we consider?

How the engineering training stacks up – PEO goes through accreditation – know if they graduate
from this school – they have what it takes (Waterloo, Queens, McMaster, U of T, Ryerson).  Don’t
know how foreign education stacks up – if coming from Romania – go to tech guy in  company –
will tell me how school is (network).   I think PEO needs to be involved – they are the accreditors
– need to be informed – make no bones.  OSPE is advocacy for engineers, CEO is regulating for
industry.  Has to be sure it is on the accreditation trail.  How is that rated toward a Canadian
norm.  Be better informed – Number from that school and country.

Not only junior positions they would consider for this program.

Ensure that employer has meaningful work.

What do we gain?  We get better at the coaching and mentoring.

Person coming in will be under a senior person as a mentor and coach – gate keeper.  We need
skill set of engineer.
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What do we gain? We get better at the coaching and mentoring.

If you had an engineering position available, would you consider a foreign trained
professional if they had the communication skills training and work placement
experience?

Yes

If you were to hire a foreign trained professional, what would you and or the employee
require to ensure this is a successful match once they are on the job?

Meaningful work is the most important – we need to have the projects to ensure they have the
experience.  Placements have been successful because of technical managers direction.

Having a contact with program is useful because – individual can get a chance to give feedback
re:  what is working – not comfortable enough re:  this isn’t working.  Employer:  for same reason
– another source.

If we proceed with this solution, would you be willing to participate? What would you be willing to
pay?

Yes – and there is duplication.  Work placement – depends on general overall experience – 5
years out of university we know $17.5/hr -$20

The opinions expressed in this report do not represent the opinions or
policies of Citizenship and Immigration Canada or Human Resources Development

Canada.


